
 

In our Secrets of the BIG Dogs ebook,
we do something totally unique!.....

.....we display a description and thorough analysis of each of the programs we recommend i
our Coordinated High Income Portfolio (our famous "C.H.I.P").....

.....BEFORE you join 'em!  We want you to KNOW exactly what you're gettin' BEFORE you sp

Nobody, NOBODY else on the Internet does that!

And in my description of Brian Zens' Mailsy I dared to make the following proclamation.....

"In a day and age when most websites are
cluttered with distracting banners, links and additional
offers, making them difficult to navigate, Mailsy is a breath
of fresh air.

This crisp, clean, no-nonsense site is extremely easy to navigate and each 
you'll get your 50,000 Mailsy-generated leads out quick - fast - and in a hu

http://trk.webcastsource.com/mailsyaff


Now, THAT'S a pretty bold statement, isn't it?

"That IS a bold statement, Stan!  Can you back it up?"  Well, let's just
see what the FACTS say, huh?

We all know that the keystone for Internet marketing success is generating
massive amounts of quality traffic.  And it's pretty dog-gone difficult to find
a more powerful traffic generator than Mailsy.

So let's just see what ALL
Mailsy

has to offer.....
TRAFFIC, TRAFFIC, AND MORE TRAFFIC!
Brian Zens is a seasoned pro, a full-time marketer since 2008, and the experienced Support Ad
a dozen other successful  advertising programs.  He knows what he’s doin’ and he knows the in
generation.

Your upgraded "Close Friend" membership in Mailsy allows you to send yo
entire membership (over 6,000 strong!) twice each week.  And your upgraded membership a
provides you with 50,000 mailing credits every month, so you don't have to be bothered by "
credits."

Eight "sends" per month times 6,000 members?  That equals 48,000 opportunities to have yo
every month!

But the BEST is yet to come...
...commissions, commissions, & MORE commissions!

DOES BRIAN PAY COMMISSIONS?
YOU BETCHA!  BIG TIME!

Tired of measly commission payouts?
Naturally, when you refer others to Mailsy you earn a commission.  TH

surprise.  Now, the USUAL commission payout in our industry can be as lo
or 40%.  On the other hand, Brian pays a very lucrative.....

.....50% RECURRING COMMISSION!
.....on all your Mailsy "Close Friend" upgraded members.  

Tired of having to "request from Admin" your hard-earned com
dollars??

Brian pays your commissions - like clockwork - at the end of each month!  There is a 30-d
period," and NO REQUIRED MINIMUM PAYOUT.  As long as you have your payment proce



information on your profile page, Brian will send you your commissions automatically, w
"request to admin" necessary.

MAILSY HAS AN ACTIVE, RELIABLE, AND
RESPONSIVE OWNER!
Brian Zens, the Admin, CEO, and owner of Mailsy does
something truly unusual...

...m'man Brian runs Mailsy
like a BUSINESS!

As you've no doubt experienced first hand, the majority of program owners
pay attention to their "business" only "whenever they feel like it;"  they run
their programs like a HOBBY.  On the other hand, Mr. Zens actively
and aggressively takes care of the day-to-day running of Mailsy promptly
and efficiently.  Support is unparalleled.

"Professionally-run" is the best term to describe Mailsy!

"OK, STAN, THAT IS A HU-MONG-OUS AMOUNT OF
MARKETING POWER THAT MAILSY OFFERS;  BUT THE

COST HAS GOT TO BE HU-MONG-OUS TOO, HUH!?"

COST???  BE PLEASANTLY A-M-A-Z-E-D!!!
I don't think you can argue with the fact that Brian and his Mailsy offers
absolutely unbelievable amount of traffic.

The cost for a "Close Friend", top-level Mailsy membership?  (Hold on t
hat!).....

.....just $14.00 per month!!!
That works out to

one hundred THOUSANDTH of a penny
per lead!!!

I CHALLENGE you to find a more powerful traffic-generating program, at a more reasona
than Mailsy!
 

As all you Big Dogs know by now, I am a "bottom-line" kinda guy.  And as far as Brian Zens' 
concerned HERE is.....



 

 

TRAFFIC!  With Mailsy's top-level "Close Friend" upgrade y
your sales message to fifty THOUSAND qualified prospects...e

COMMISSIONS!  MAILSY pays a very lucrative
50% recurring commission..... AUTOMATICALLY, at the end of 

STABILITY!  Mailsy has been a marketing force for YEARS
professional owner/admin in the form of Brian Zens!

LOW COST!  Mailsy's leads cost a mere .00001 cent each!

THE PERFECT "SIDE HUSTLE!"  Naturally, we would
concentrate your marketing efforts on the Big Dogs program, b

looking for that perfect "side hustle" you just can't beat M

Think about it:
LOW COST!  Just $14.00

HIGH BENEFITS!  Your "Close Friend" membership p

prospects

COMMISSIONS!  50% R
paid automatically e

 

"If momma had anything better,
she kept it for herself!"

It just don't 'git' no better'n this!  PERIOD!

Join Mailsy by Clicking the Banner Below 

        Follow this Blueprint for Success. 
Get Your Copy of Secrets of the Big Dogs 

Thanks Stan for the GREAT Review... 
 
Rich Moyer 

http://trk.webcastsource.com/mailsyaff
Richard Moyer 

http://trk.webcastsource.com/bigdog

